6Y - From 29 December to 12 January I5JHW will be active as 6Y5HW and possibly also as 6Y0HW. Gianni will be active on all bands SSB, CW and RTTY with a vertical antenna.

8P - From 12 to 17 December Steve, KU9C and Ralph, K2PF will be active from Barbados (NA-021) respectively as 8P9GD and 8P9GE. They will participate in the ARRL 10 Meters Contest (14-15 December). QSL via their respective home calls.

8Q - From 19 December to 1 January Chris (HB9CYV) and Martin (HB9CYN) will be active from Maldives (AS-013) respectively as 8Q7YV and 8Q7YN. Operations will take place mainly on CW (all bands from 10 to 80 metres, WARC included, and possibly on 160 metres). QSL via bureau to their respective home calls. Direct requests can be sent to HB9CYN (Martin Ghermi, Wyden 5, CH-5242 Birr, Switzerland) and HB9CYV at the following address: Christian Zeller, Jaegerstr. 19, CH-8200 Schaffhausen, Switzerland.

9K - From 18 to 27 December a group of operators of the Kuwait Amateur Radio Society will be active from Faylaka Island (AS-118) with the call 9K2F. QSL via 9K2HN (Hamad J. Al-Nusif, P.O.Box 29174, 13152 Safat, Kuwait).

A6 - Until 14 December Mohamed, A61AM will be active as A625ND to celebrate the 25th United Arab Emirates' National Day. QSL to KA5TOF.

CX - From 13 to 15 December CX8DX and other CX operators will be active from Flores Island (SA-030) on SSB, CW and RTTY (160, 80, 40, 20, 15, 10 and 6 metres). QSL via CX3CE.

HK - Until 8 December Pedro, HK3JJH will be /5 from Gorgona Island (SA-017). QSL via home call.

HS - From 12 to 15 December HS1AAM, HS1CDX, HS2NS, HS2FDX, HS7ECI, HS0/SM3DYU and other operators will be active from Koh Chang.
The DXpedition is being organised by Chamlong, HS1AAM on behalf of the Radio Amateur Society of Thailand (RAST) to celebrate the 50th year of reign of King Bhumipol of Thailand. The special call sign HS50A will be used. Operations will take place on all bands (WARC excluded) CW, SSB, RTTY and possibly Satellite. QSL via the Thailand Bureau (P.O. Box 2008, Bangkok, 10501, Thailand) or to the QSL manager who will be announced soon.
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KC4_ant- Nikolai, UA3YH is active (until 5 February) from the US Antarctic base Amundsen-Scott (WABA K-08), located on the magnetic South Pole. Nikolai operates either as UA3YH/KC4 (QSL via RW3XA) and KC4AAA (QSL via NC6J).

LA - From 6 to 8 December the station LA1V will be active from Oslo to celebrate the 50th anniversary of the Norwegian Home Guard. QSL via LA4LN (P.O. Box 15 Kjelsas, N-0411 Oslo, Norway).

T3 - DF6FK will be again active as T32BB as from 24 December and as T31BB as from 27 December. QSL via DF6FK.

TI9 - TI4CF will be active from Coco's Island (NA-012) as from 21 December for two weeks with the call TI9CF. Operations will concentrate on the low bands.

V5 - Gary (ex C53HG) is active as V5/WA1JBB. Gary will be staying in Namibia for four years and he is waiting for his own V51 call. QSL via W3HCW.

V6 - Until 16 December HL1IWD will be active on SSB and CW (80, 40, 20 and 15 metres) as V63CT from Pohnpei (OC-010). QSL via home call (the new address is: Sung Ki Lee, 572-278, SungSan-dong, Mapo-ku, Seoul 121-250, Korea).

W - From 11 to 24 December Reinhard, DF4TD/AC5FL will be active from several IOTA and USI islands in Florida.

+ SILENT KEY + It was with the greatest sadness that we have learnt of the sudden passing of Edouard "Ted" Robinson, F8RU on 24 November.

NEW IOTA REFERENCE NUMBERS ---> The following notice has been received from the RSGB IOTA Committee: "The IOTA Committee has issued the following Reference Numbers provisionally, to be confirmed when satisfactory validation material has been provided:

OC-217 YB3 Indonesia - Kangean Is (operation by YB3SPS/P)
OC-218 FK New Caledonia - Matthew Island (operation by FK5M)

Checkpoints are not authorised to accept QSLs for these operations for IOTA
credit until the Reference Numbers have been confirmed.”

XROY/Z, THE BOOK ---+ Bob, KK6EK reports that the book about the Easter Island/Salas y Gomez DXpedition (September 1995) is at the printer. The book is rather big (400 pages). It contains the entire XROY/Z story, complete technical details about all the innovations and experiments and new scientific information about HF radio propagation that emerged from the logs. A description of the book and some pictures can be found at the following site: http://www.ccnet.com/~cordell/CE_books.html

Orders ($25 plus $3 postage) should be sent to the following address: Robert W. Schmieder, 4295 Walnut Blvd, Walnut Creek, CA 94596, USA (cheques should be made to Cordell Expeditions).

XZ1N ---+ If you want to check and see if you are in the XZ1N log for a specific QSO, you can send e-mail to: xz1n@qrz.com The Subject line should read XZ1N LOG CHECK and the body of the message should have the following information for each QSO: Your call sign, Band, Mode, Date, Time in GMT. Warren, K7WX says: “If you had a solid contact, please do not make an 'am I in the log' request. This log check should only for ops who may have had the XZ1N side of their one and only QSO with us lost in QRM/QRN and just want to be sure.” The regular QSL route is via W1XT (Bob Myers, P.O. Box 17108, Fountain Hills, AZ 85269-7108, USA).
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CALL  MGR  CALL  MGR  CALL  MGR  CALL  MGR

3B8/P6HJM  F6HJM  CT3FN  HB9CRR  IU2D  IK2ILH  T94KW  HAOHW
3C1DX  EA6BH  CT8FCI  CT1BW  IU3V  IK3VIA  T99A  9A2AA
3C5A  N6ZZ  CY0/AA4NC  AA4NC  IU3VE  I3BHE  T9DX  SM7VX
3C5Z  N62Z  CY0XX  WA4DAN  IU4U  IK4ALM  TA0/I3BQC  I3BQC
3D0CA  W4DR  CY0/VK1ZZ  WA4DAN  IY4M  IK4OLP  TA1/RU9WW  RW9WA
3D0CQ  WJ2O  D2/UR5TY  UR5TY  JZ8JY  F6BPH  TA3J  TA3YJ
3D0DX  ZS6BRZ  D25L  PA3DMH  J3/WJ2O  WJ2O  TA4ZM  DK5WL
3D0DX  ZS6CAAX  D2EV  DL3KBQ  J38AA  KQ1F  T1OC  TI4CF
3E1DX  KFOU1  DU3/AH8F  G42VJ  J38AC  W1FJ  T15NW  KE3NV
3G1X  CE1IDM  DX1CW  JA3GN  J38AD  KM1P  TK1A  DF7RX
3V8BB  DL2HBX  EA4ASL/P  EA4BUE  J38AE  KQ1F  TL8MS  DL6NW
4F3CV  HB9CZX  EA5AOP/P  EA5ATD  J38AF  K2WR  TM02K  F50ZK
4F41X  DU4IX  EA5FMC/P  EA5FMC  J38GU  DL7VQG  TM1C  F2VX
4K0CW  DL6KVA  EA5ND/P  EA5ND  J39A  KQ1F  TM2DX  F61FR
4K8P  UA9AB  EA5RKX  EA5OL  J3A  WA8LW  TM2FM  F6KRV
4L1BW  N3CBW  EA5W1/P  EA5FG  J45M  SV5BYR  TM2T  F6KDF
4L1DX  OZ1HPS  EA6IB  EA6FZ  J48Y  SV1BKN  TM2X  F2VX
4L50  TA7A  EA7AJM/P  EC7AGX  J52IM  KB9XN  TM2Y  F6BEE
4M2BYT  YV2BYT  EA8AM  OH1RY  J68AE  WB8ENR  TM5CW  F5SJB
4M5LR WS4E EA8EA OH2MM J68AG WD8IXE TO5A F6BUM
4M5X WS4E EA9QD/P EA9JS J68AH AC0S TP10CE F6PQK
4S7BRG HB9BRM ED1BD EA1BD J68AK W8Q1D TT8AM IK7JTF
4V2A 9A2AJ ED1IPA EA1BEZ J68AR K9BQL TU4FF OH8SR
4X/G0PWW W3TB ED7IPR EA7ANC J68GB R6Q4G TE708J N0GAK
5C8MC CN8MC ED75CC EA7ESH JD1/JA4GXS JA4GXS UN9PQ IK2QPR
5H3CA KBO02ZG ED75DX EA7GA JD1/JF4LNO JA4GXS UR4E UR4ETY
5H3CC IN3ATM ED9EA EA7LQ JD1/JN4AWW JA4GXS US41XQ WB7QXU
5H3JD DK9MA EI7M EI6HB JD1AMA W7EDA UT0D RB5DX
5K6W HK6KKS EZ4GK GW3CDF JT1T JT1KAA UT7W WA3HUP
5N0MVE ON7LX EM5UNG UT3UZ JW1BJA LA5VK UU5J UB4JLF
5N3ET F2YT EO6F OE5EIN JW5NM LA5NMG V2/G6Q0 Q6OQ
5N4ALE DK1RV ER0F OE5EIN JW5VK LA5VK V26A N3BNA
5N9N N72U ER3MM I8Y8Z JY5SK WB9YYX V26B WTQ
5R8EE FR5EL ES1J ES1IW JW8YB DL5MBY V26BP W2PB
5V7A GM4AGL EU1XX UC2LQJ JY9QJ DL5MBY V26LN K3TLX
5V7BG N7BG EU3FT W3HCT K5MI N1DL V31MP W5PA
5V7FA G4FAM EX8F DL8FUC KC4AAA NC6J V31MX K0BCN
5V7JL K7GE EX9A DF8WS KC6DO JE8XRF V31YK W5JYK
5V7MB AA7NO EY2Q EY8CQ KC6GG OKDXA V47KP K2SB
5V7MF KC7V EY8AM DF3OL KC6OK OKDXA V47VJ G4VJ
5V7PN WB75SRW EY8MM K1BV KHOA JF1MIA V47WD G4RD
5V7RF GM3YTS FG5BG KI6FE KHO0Q JF1SQC V5/526YG KYOA
5V7VT K5VT FG5GA FG5XZ KHO0Q JF1SQC V59T N2AU
5X1P G3MRC FG5MR FG5HR F6BUM KH2/AD4WF AE4EZ V85HG NH7FQK
5X1T ON5NT FH/F6HWU F6HWU KH2D K8NM VA1S VE1AL
5X4DEL WB3DNA FJ5AB N6DLU KH4/W7VWR W7VWR VA2UA VE2UA
5X4DLI KE4EW FK5DX WB2RAJ KH6/K6GSS KG6SS VA3AAN VE3JSJL
5X4F K3SW FK5M F6AJA KH8/N50LS AA5BL VA3MG VE3MG
5Z4BZ F51BZ F51BH F6HEQ KH8AL JH1BNB VA3MM VE3MM
6Y5XX JE3MAS FM5DN KU9C KL7RA KL7GNP VA3NJ VE3JSJL
7P8/0E2VEL O2GEN F00HON DJ2EH KP2/W2UDT W2UDT VA3SK VE3SK
7S0MG SK0MG FR/EA2KL EA2KL KP3V KD8IW VA6JI VE6JI
7Z2IS SM0OGF FR5HR F58RH KP4SQ KD8IW VA6JY VE6JY
7Z5OO W1AF FR5ZUT/T JA8FCG L44D LU4DFH VB9DH VE9DH
8P92 K4BAY F5/W2QM F5/W2QM L5V LU3VAL VC2ARW VE2AWR
8Q7AOK EA3AOK FS5SPL WX9E L75AA LU4AA VK1DX VK1PJ
8Q7BT EA3BT FT5WF F51ZK LP3C LU3CF VP2AHW KQ4GC
8R1K OH6DO FT5ZG F5RQQ LP7N LU2NI VP2E WB5CGR
8R1ZG W4FRU FW201 DJ4OI LR3F LU6FAM VP2EST KT8Y
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* Q S L  I N F O  [2/3] *
================================
3DA0NX  Embassy of Japan, Mr.Koji Tahara, P.O.Box 11434, Hatfield, Pretoria 0083, Republic of South Africa
5R8FK  Ray Shankweiler, P.O.Box 620, 101 Antananarivo, Madagascar
6Y6A  Masiii H.Kozu, P.O.Box 8202, C.S.O., Kingston, Jamaica
7Q7FM  Mike, P.O.Box 41, Liwande, Malawi
9A1A  P.O.Box 108, 10001 Zagreb, Croatia
9M2HQ  Nicholas Anthony, 4166 3 Jalan Ipoh, Sungei Besi, 51200 Kuala Lumpur, Malesia
9Q5PA  Frank Patris, American Embassy Kinshasa, Unit #1550, APO AE 09828, U.S.A.
A41LZ  Murtadha Ahmed Sultan, P.O.Box 2837, Ruwi, Muscat 112, Oman
C31YA  Miguel Bautista Carmona, Carrer l'Alzinaret 9 2-2, Andorra la Vella, Andorra
C31ZK  Josep Navarro Yelamos, Carer de l'Aiguaret 18 2-2, Andorra la Vella, Andorra
CX8DX  Roberto, P.O.Box 12052, 11300 Montevideo, Uruguay
D2EB  Gabriele, P.O.Box 2344, Luanda, Angola
DL7FT  Frank Turek, P.O.Box 1421, D-14004 Berlin, Germany
DS5RNM  Joon-Ha, Lee, P.O.Box 49, Namdaegu, 705600, Taegu, South Korea
EY8CQ  Alex Rubtsov, P.O.Box 32, 117449 Moscow, Russia
F5RQQ  Jean Marc Vigier, 14 Rue Paul Helbronner, F-38000 Grenoble, France
F5TKA  Eric Heidrich, La Ferme-du-Temple Bat-K2, F-01130 Ris Orangis, France
F6KRV  Radio Club du ce de la Francaise de Mecanique, P.O.Box 8, F-62138 Douvrin, France
HB9BRM  Mario Primavesi, Falkensteinerstrasse 5,CH-4710 Balsthal, Switzerland
HK0TCN  Victor M. Tesone, P.O.Box 464, San Andres, San Andres Isl., Colombia
I2VGW  Gabriele Villa, P.O.Box 966, I-20101 Milano, Italy
For the news issued in this number, thanks to:

* IK1HSR, IK1TAZ, I5JHW, IK7AFM, 9K2HN, 9M2/G3NOM, CX8DX, EA5EYJ, EA7JB, F6AJA, HB9CYN, HK3H2S, K7WX, KA5TQF, KU9C, LA4BN, ON5NT, WD8MGQ
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!
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!
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  TRANCE BBS ITALY: +39-11-482751
DXA BBS BELGIUM : +32-3-8253613
SEZAM BELGRADE : +381-11-648422
ARRL HQ BBS USA : 860-594-0306
CODE THREE USA : 510-799-2921
HAM RADIO RAGCHEW USA : 604-480-1677
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...that's all folks!
73 & DX by 425 DX Gang
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